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Abstract 
This paper develops a multi supplier single buyer integrated production system model. Several suppliers transform raw materials 
into semi-finished goods or components with constant production rates in order to supply a single buyer. The buyer processes 
components from the suppliers into finished products with a constant production rate. Non-conforming item and product warranty 
are also considered in this study. There are non-conforming items in the supplier production lot, in which the number of non-
conforming items for each lot is probabilistic and the non-conforming items are reprocessed before they are delivered to the buyer. 
The result is that a buyer does not bear the cost of non-conforming item. Supplier provides component warranty to the buyer while 
finished product warranty to the customer is provided by the buyer. Component warranty period from the supplier (Wi) is shorter 
than finished product warranty period from the buyer (W), which is given and fixed. If a finished product is experiencing a failure 
in the end customer within the warranty period, a minimal repair will be done. If failure occurs after Wi, the supplier does not bear 
any warranty cost, but the buyer does, which covers the customer transportation cost and the repair cost. If failure occurs before 
Wi, the supplier should pay the repair cost and the transportation cost to the buyer while buyer only pays the customer transportation 
cost. A mathematical model is proposed to determine optimal number of delivery lots in order to minimize the integrated total 
relevant costs of both buyer and supplier. The cost of the supplier covers the setup cost, holding cost, rework cost, and the product 
warranty cost, while the buyer cost covers order cost, holding cost and product warranty cost. Approaches to solve the model are 
also being proposed in this paper, altogether with a numerical example. 
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1. Introduction 
The classic economic order quantity (EOQ) model determines the economic ordering lot size to minimize the sum 
of the ordering and the material holding costs. The classic economic production quantity (EPQ) model determines the 
economic manufacturing batch sizes to minimize the sum of the manufacturing setup cost and the finished goods 
holding cost [1,2]. In traditional inventory management systems, the economic order quantity for a buyer and the 
economic production quantity for a supplier are managed independently. As a result, the EOQ of buyer may not result 
in an optimal policy for the supplier and vice versa. To overcome this problem, researchers have studied joint economic 
lot size (JELS) model where the joint total relevant cost for the supplier as well as the buyer has been optimized. 
Banerjee  proposed an integrated vendor–buyer model where the demand rate of the buyer is constant and the 
manufacturer’s production schedule is to produce the same amount of inventory as ordered each time [3]. Goyal 
modified Banerjee's paper on the assumption that vendor may possibly produce a lot size that may supply an integer 
number of orders to the buyer [4]. Kim and Ha also proposed an integrated single supplier single buyer to determine 
the optimum lot size and optimum delivery frequency to buyer of a production lot size [5]. Some studies discussed the 
integration of suppliers/vendors and buyers have also been carried out, both for the single supplier/vendor and single 
buyer [6,7,8,9,10,11] as well as the single vendor multi buyer [12,13].  
 Some JELS research assume all products to be produced are perfect quality. Although one of the assumptions of 
several production system models is that items produced are all of perfect quality, it is not common in industrial 
practice. Recently, researchers have considered manufacturing strategies that deal with imperfect production 
processes. Rosenblatt and Lee [14] study an Economic Manufacturing Quantity (EMQ) model with imperfect 
production processes. Hariga and Ben-Daya [15] extend the EMQ model of Rosenblatt and Lee to consider general 
shift distributions. 
 Few researchers consider the warranty cost to their JELS research. Products are sold with warranty will require 
additional costs in case of a claim from a consumer. Yeh et al. [16] consider the warranty cost in their model to 
determine the optimal production cycle lengths, which minimizes the total cost. In the Yeh’s model, the defective 
product within the warranty period will receive minimal repair. Minimal repair is to fix product into such conditions 
shortly before it breaks [17]. Wang and Shue [18] investigate the influence of the warranty cost to economical batch 
sizes. 
2. System description 
This paper develops a multi supplier single buyer integrated production system model. Several suppliers transform 
raw materials into semi-finished goods or components with constant production rates in order to supply a single buyer. 
The buyer processes components from the suppliers into finished products with a constant production rate. The cycle 
time of arrival component for all suppliers is assumed equal. In other words, goods from each supplier are sent at the 
same time, just a different amount, depending on the need of each of these components to make a product. The buyer 
orders products to the respective supplier of Di units per period in accordance with the use of unit component i to 
produce one unit product (fi) and the buyer demand (D), Di = fi D. If Q is the production lot of buyer, so the delivery 
lot of supplier i, Qi = fi Q.  
Non-conforming item and product warranty is also considered in this study. There are non-conforming items in the 
supplier production lot, in which the number of non-conforming items for each lot is probabilistic and the non-
conforming items are reprocessed before they are delivered to the buyer resulting in that the buyer does not bear the 
cost of non-conforming item. Supplier provides component warranty to the buyer, while buyer provides finished 
product warranty to the customer. Component warranty period from the supplier (Wi) is shorter than finished product 
warranty period from the buyer (W), which is given and fixed. If a finished product is experiencing a failure in the end 
customer during warranty period, a minimal repair will be done. If failure occurs after t, the supplier does not bear any 
warranty cost, but the supplier does, i.e. the customer transportation cost and the repair cost. If failure occurs before t, 
the supplier should pay the repair cost and the transportation cost to the buyer while buyer only pay the customer 
transportation cost.  
Products from suppliers are repairable and sold to a buyer with Free Failure Warranty t. Each failure product will 
be repaired with minimal repair, so the condition of the product after fixing the same such as the condition of the 
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components shortly before the failure occurs. Thus, damage to the product within the warranty period can be assumed 
to follow the process of the non-homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) with a failure rate λ.  
A mathematical model is proposed to determine optimal number of delivery lots in order to minimize the integrated 
total relevant costs of both buyer and supplier. The cost of the supplier covers the setup, holding, rework, and the 
product warranty costs, while the buyer cost covers order, holding and product warranty costs. 
 This paper develops a multi supplier single buyer integrated production system model considering non-conforming 
product and product warranty. In the supply chain context, considering integrated supplier and buyer simultaneously 
is leading to smaller cost. It may increase the competitiveness of the supply chain due to cost effectiveness, i.e. smaller 
customer price when it is compared to competitors. 
3. Model formulation 
3.1. Notation and assumptions of the model 
Notations 
Qi Delivery lot from the supplier i in unit 
Q Production lot of the buyer in unit (Qi = Q fi) 
fi Number of component i from supplier i to produce 1 unit product of buyer 
Di Demand component i in unit per period 
D Production rate of the buyer in unit per period (Di = fi D) 
Pi Production rate of supplier i in unit per period 
Hpi Holding cost component i by suplier i in $/unit/period 
Hbi Holding cost component i by the buyer in $/unit/period 
Ki Buyer Setup cost to ordered component i in $ 
Csi Setup cost of supplier i in $ 
Cmi Minimal repair cost by supplier i for repaired failure component i before Wi in $/unit 
Cgi Minimal repair cost by buyer for repaired failure component i after Wi in $/unit  
Cti Transportation cost by the buyer to send the failure product before Wi to the supplier i in $/unit 
Wi Warranty period for component i from supplier i  
W    Warranty period to the customer, W >Wi 
r1i(τ) Hazard rate conforming item from supplier i with α1i and β1i parameter. 
r2i(τ) Hazard rate non-conforming item from supplier i with α2i and β2i parameter. 
θi The percentage of defect products at supplier i when out of control 
TC Expected Integrated total cost in $/period 
 
The assumptions used in this study are as follows: 
x There were no stock out inventory system supplier – buyer. 
x Components are "repairable". 
x The capacity of the warehouse, production capacity and capital is not limited. 
x Each cost is known and is constant. 
x Each product failure occurs always result in warranty claims. 
x Product defect percentage is constant 
3.2. Mathematical model 
TCp and TCb represented expected supplier total cost per period and expected buyer total cost per period, the 
expected integrated total cost per period (TC) is 
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TC TCp TCb     (1) 
The expected supplier total cost covers setup, holding, rework and warranty costs. 
a.  Supplier Setup Cost (Csp) 
Setup required at the beginning of each production cycle while it will start producing a lot size, so that the cost of 
setup is the multiplication of the number of setups with the setup cost. Supplier setup costs are the sum of all 
supplier setup charges. This cost can be expressed mathematically as follows: 
1 1
n n
i
i i
i ii
D DCsp Cs CsQ Q  
  ¦ ¦    (2) 
b.   Supplier Holding Cost (Cip) 
Holding cost is multiplication of expected product inventory with holding cost per unit per period. Supplier holding 
costs are the sum of all supplier holding cost. This cost can be expressed mathematically as follows: 
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c.   Rework Cost (Crp) 
Number of defect product in one production cycle is 
 
0,
,
x t
N
P t x x tT
t­° ®  °¯    (4) 
Expected number of defect product in one production cycle is 
> @    
0
t
E N P t x f x dxT ³    (5) 
Where t is production cycle, t = Q/P   
If out of control event is exponentially distributed, i.e.   xf x e OO  , after some algebra we get  
> @ QPE N Pe Q POT OO
§ ·  ¨ ¸© ¹
   (6) 
Expected product defect per period for supplier i is (Di/Qi)E[Ni]. Hence, the expected rework cost for supplier i 
is 
> @ i iiQPi i ii i i i i i i i
i i i
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OT OO
§ ·¨ ¸   ¨ ¸© ¹  
 (7) 
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Expected rework cost for all suppliers is: 
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d. Supplier warranty Cost (Cgp) 
Suppliers applyfree-minimum repair warranty policy, for all the failure products within the warranty period. By 
using the assumption that the f product failure both conforming and non-conforming follow nonhomogeneous 
process with intensity r(τ), so the expected number of warranty claim for supplier i in warranty period Wi is
 10 iW ir dW W³  for conforming product and  20 iW ir dW W³  for non-conforming product. Expected number of warranty 
claim for supplier i during Wi is 
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If Cgp is expected warranty product cost for all supplier during Wi, so 
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By summing all the components of the cost of the supplier (Csp, Cip, Crp, Cgp), then the expected supplier total cost 
can be determined. 
 
The expected buyer total cost covers setup, holding, warranty transportation and warranty costs from Wi to W period. 
a. Buyer Setup Cost (Csb) 
1
n
i
i
DCsb K Q 
 ¦
  
 (10) 
b. Buyer Holding Cost (Cib) 
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n
i
i
i
f QCib Hb
 
 ¦
  
 (11) 
c. Warranty Transportation Cost (Ctb) 
If the failure product occurs before Wi, buyer pay the transportation cost to send the failure product to the supplier. 
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2 10 0
1
i i
n W W
i i i i i i
i
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 (12) 
d. Buyer Warranty Cost (Cgb) 
Warranty costs incurred by the buyer is the minimal repair cost because of the failure productoccurs after Wi. This 
cost is a multiplication of the minimal repair costs incurred by the buyer with expected number of warranty claims 
from Wi until W period. 
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By summing all the components of the cost of the buyer, then the expected buyer total cost can be determined. 
The expected integrated total cost as a function of decision variable Q is: 
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3.3. Model analysis 
Model analysis performed to obtain optimal production lot size (Q*) that minimize the expected integrated total 
cost. Q* can be obtained by setting the first derivative of the expected integrated total cost (TC) with respect to Q 
(dTC/dQ) equal to zero. For this research, the time between failure is assumed following Weibull distribution with 
parameter α and β. 
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Where 
 /i i if Q Pi i i i iA P e f Q PO O    
 /i i if Q Pi i i i iB f e fOO O    
For Q Æ0, /dTC dQ has the negative value and for QÆf , /dTC dQ has the positive value and 2
2 0
d TC
dQ ! ,  
which means there is a unique value of Q that minimizes the expected integrated total cost.   
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4. Numerical example 
This section discusses the numerical example for a model that has been developed with number of supplier (n) 
equal to 2. This step is to illustrate the optimum solutions and to study the behavior of the model that has been made 
by setting some parameter values. The parameters used can be seen in Table 1. 
Table 1. Parameter value for numerical example 
Parameter Unit value  parameter Unit value  parameter value 
D unit/month 1000  f1  1  α11 0.1 
Cs1 $ 50  f2  2  β11 1.1 
Cs2 $ 10  Cm1 $/unit 1  α21 0.2 
K1 $ 10  Cm2 $/unit 1.5  β21 1.2 
K2 $ 20  Ct1 $/unit 0.5  α12 0.1 
P1 unit/month 2000  Ct2 $/unit 0.4  β12 1.1 
P2 unit/month 5000  Cg1 $/unit 1  α22 0.2 
Hp1 $/unit/month 0.015  Cg2 $/unit 1.5  β22 1.2 
Hp2 $/unit/month 0.01  Cr1 $/unit 0.1  T1 0.2 
Hb1 $/unit 0.02  Cr2 $/unit 0.15  T2 0.3 
Hb2 $/unit 0.015  W1 Month 6  O1 0.1 
W Month 12  W2 Month 6  O2 0.06 
 
Optimum solution for the example (Q*) is 1208.16 unit, that means optimum production lot for buyer is 1208 unit 
and optimum delivery lot for supplier i is fi times 1208. The second derivative of TC with respect to Q is 
0.101457851.10-3>0, that means the expected integrated total cost is minimum. 
Figure 1 shows the relationship between TC and Q with parameter values listed in Table 1. Figure 1 also shows 
that there is a unique Q that minimize the expected integrated total cost. 
 
 
Fig. 1.TC versus Q graph 
Table 2 presents the result of Q* optimal whenever the parameter D, Cs1, Cs2, K1, and K2 are changed. The results 
show that Q* optimal is bigger whenever the values of D, Cs1, Cs2, K1, and K2 are bigger. 
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    Table 2. Response of the change of D, Cs1, Cs2, K1, and K2 to the optimal Q* 
D Q*  Cs1 Q*  Cs2 Q*  K1 Q*  K2 Q* 
1000 1208.16  50 1208.16  10 1208.16  10 1208.16  20 1208.16 
1100 1231.21  60 1273.93  20 1273.93  20 1273.93  30 1273.93 
1200 1251.46  70 1336.52  30 1336.52  30 1336.52  40 1336.52 
1300 1269.41  80 1396.37  40 1396.37  40 1396.37  50 1396.37 
1400 1285.43  90 1453.80  50 1453.80  50 1453.80  60 1453.80 
1500 1299.82  100 1509.09  60 1509.09  60 1509.09  70 1509.09 
 
Meanwhile, Table 3 presents the result of Q* optimal whenever the holding cost parameter Hp1, Hp2, Hb1, and Hb2 
are changed. The results show that Q* optimal is decreasing whenever the holding costs are increasing. 
  Table 3. Response of the holding costs variation to the optimal Q* 
Hp1 Q*  Hp2 Q*  Hb1 Q*  Hb2 Q* 
0.015 1208.16  0.01 1208.16  0.02 1208.16  0.015 1208.16 
0.2 1196.03  0.015 1188.92  0.025 1184.25  0.2 1161.72 
0.025 1184.25  0.02 1170.58  0.03 1161.72  0.025 1120.27 
0.03 1172.82  0.025 1153.06  0.035 1140.43  0.03 1082.99 
0.035 1161.72  0.03 1136.31  0.04 1120.27  0.035 1049.21 
0.4 1150.93  0.035 1120.27  0.045 1101.16  0.4 1018.41 
5. Conclusion 
This research has developed a mathematical model to determine the integrated optimal production lot size between 
the supplier and the buyer. Optimum production lot size and optimum delivery lot size can be obtained to minimize 
expectations for the combined supply chain costs. This model can coordinate between suppliers and buyers. This 
research was conducted with the assumption that the production lot size is equal to delivery lot size. For the next 
research, it will be necessary to consider multi delivery for single lot production model. 
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